Preliminaries.
We shall work in /V-dimensional Euclidean space R , If /(y) is 0 a.e.
[dcú], we use the notation u(yQ, p). We say that u(x) assumes the boundary limits f(y) mean continuously on c9ß(0, 1) if
[da], and
L is uniformly elliptic, i.e., there is a positive constant À such that for any ■-and any f 4 0
The main result of this paper is Theorem 1. There is at most one junction u{x) satisfying Lu = 0 in ß(0, 1) which assumes the boundary limits j(y) mean continuously on dB(0, 1). 2. Lemmas. The essential properties of the kernel parametrix which will be needed are as follows (see [3] (1) 0< LfÁ.k{x, y)) and Lf_{k{x, y)) < 0 for y fixed; (2) for any point yQ £ dB(xQ, a) and g(y) continuous, A1k(x,y)<f±{k(x, y))<A2k{x,y).
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Let K±(x, y) denote f±(k{x, y)).
Lemma 1. // Lu = 0 in B{x , a) C ß(0, l), then (4) \u{xl)\<Al\B{xva)\-1 jB^x ^\u(y)\dy.
Proof. Let Kr_(x, y) be the kernel for B{x^ r), 0 < r < a. By (1), (2), and the maximum principlẽ L x r)K-{x,y)^{y^dsr{y)-u{x)-LB(X r)KTSx>yMy)\ds{y). JdB'xyr) . ,N/2 1-N < A2\ r
Integrating clearly yields (4). for |x| < r. Since |ar±(y)| < M and Kr±(x, ry) < APK(x, ry) for all r< 1, |z/±(x)| < M] = 2AM by maximum principle for harmonic functions. Furthermore, by (2) , for x £ CAr, «/3), vr±(x) = u{x) and Lvr_(x) < 0, 0 < Lz/+(x).
We can select g{y) to be 0 on the closure of dß(y0, a/4) and positive otherwise, in such a way that (6) 2Mj < G(x) = Jafl(0il) K_U, yjgiyjdwty), for x e ß(0, 1)-ß(yQ, a/3). See [4] for the origin of this approach. 
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